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First love is never easy.Ehwa grows up helping her widowed mother run the local tavern,
watching as their customers – both neighbors and strangers – look down on her mother for her
single lifestyle. Their social status isolates Ehwa and her mother from the rest of the people in
their quiet country village. But as she gets older and sees her mother fall in love again, Ehwa
slowly begins to open up to the possibility of love in her life.In the tradition of My Antonia and A
Tree Grows in Brooklyn, from the pen of the renowned Korean manwha creator Kim Dong Hwa,
comes a trilogy about a girl coming of age, set in the vibrant, beautiful landscape of pastoral
Korea.

From Publishers WeeklyStarred Review. This manhwa—first in a trilogy—chronicling the lives of
a single mother and her daughter in rural Korea is a moving and evocative look at love as seen
through the eyes of one feeling it for the first time and another who longs to savor it once more.
The story follows daughter Ehwa from age seven up as she discovers the physical differences
between boys and girls, grows into young womanhood and undergoes her initial confusing
experiences with attraction and romance. Ehwa's interest is piqued by a young Buddhist monk, a
lad whose interest is mutual but doomed to futility thanks to his faith's strict code of celibacy.
Meanwhile, Ehwa's mother, who was widowed at an early age, finds her loneliness soothed by
the attentions of an artistic traveling salesman known only as Picture Man. Their relationship
later helps Ehwa understand much about the joys of making a romantic connection. This book
has no conflict other than that common to youthful competition over boys, but it is a work of great
humanity that sucks the reader in. Kim's artwork is stunning, and seldom has a male writer
captured the attitudes, emotions and behavior of female characters so believably.
(Apr.)Copyright © Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights
reserved.From School Library JournalGrade 10 Up–A coming-of-age story set in rural Korea a
few generations ago. Ehwa is a beautiful young woman who, over a series of vignettes, learns
about her body and how men and women make babies. She suffers the pain of her first
unrequited love for the boy monk Chung-Myung (who also suffers from his own forbidden love
for her). She also finds herself attracted to Sunoo, a rich son of an orchard owner who studies in
the city. While Ehwa discovers her own desires, her widowed mother finds love again with a
traveling picture salesman. The story revolves around the close relationship the women share as
Ehwa becomes her mother's main ally and confidante. The illustrator uses flowers in many of the
vignettes to explain aspects of love or to represent his characters and their relationships. While
the book begins when Ehwa is seven and only takes her into her early teen years, the nostalgic
tone and slow pacing make the title more likely to appeal to older readers. The artwork is
beautiful, particularly in Hwa's depiction of the landscape and the two main characters. A good



additional purchase for libraries looking for less action-oriented manga/manhwa titles.–Alana
Abbott, James Blackstone Memorial Library, Branford, CT ENDReview“The first in a trilogy, this
beautifully scripted and drawn Korean manhwa provides a truly intimate but respectful journey in
the company of a young girl and her widowed mother ... This is an exquisite and feminist-positive
story richly literate and imaginative. Readers will eagerly await the subsequent volumes.”
―Booklist“This book has no conflict other than that common to youthful competition over boys,
but it is a work of great humanity that sucks the reader in. Kim's artwork is stunning, and seldom
has a male writer captured the attitudes, emotions and behavior of female characters so
believably.” ―Publishers Weekly“Flower and water motifs course steadily through the author's
erotically tinted observations of daily life, but the breathtakingly elegant line drawings of Korean
landscapes elevate the use of such standard metaphors for fertility and sexuality. Furthermore,
the author is able to evoke nuances of emotion from stock-character forms in a genre not known
for its subtlety.” ―Kirkus“The lush drawings combine prettily stylized elements with richly realistic
detail, and they turn even indelicate moments, such as a literal pissing contest between local
boys, the monk's first nocturnal emissions, and Ehwa's shock at her menarche, into tenderly
rendered, universal episodes of growing up. Though the art is black and white, the textures inked
in the fabrics and details of the landscapes suggest breathtaking beauty and rich color to
complement the lyrical music of the text, which at times becomes poetic.” ―BCCB“The
expressive artwork captures both the beauty of the Korean countryside and the inner life of
Ehwa and Namwon. It is a quiet, dreamy book that focuses on characters rather than plot. It
should appeal to mature girls ready for a thoughtful coming-of-age story, as well as manga fans
looking to try something new.” ―VOYA“While the book begins when Ehwa is seven and only
takes her into her early teen years, the nostalgic tone and slow pacing make the title more likely
to appeal to older readers. The artwork is beautiful, particularly in Hwa's depiction of the
landscape and the two main characters. A good additional purchase for libraries looking for less
action-oriented manga/manhwa titles.” ―Alana Abbott, James Blackstone Memorial Library,
Branford, CT, School Library Journal“The Color of Earth gives us an intimate glimpse of
adulthood seen through the experiences shared by a mother and her child. Book two comes in
June, and the final book will be in stores in September.” ―Shojo Beat MagazineAbout the
AuthorKim Dong Hwa is the author of many graphic novels – or manwha, as they are called in
Korea, where he lives. His books include the popular work My Sky and the literary piece The
Red Bicycle .Read more
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Kinx's Book Nook, “Beautiful Story!. The Color of Earth is a beautiful story and I loved every
page. This is simply a story about a little girl asking questions about her body and becoming a
young woman. As a mother of two young daughters, I would want them to read this book at the
appropriate age, probably 13 years old; that is how old Ehwa is at the end of the book. I thought
the author depicted a young girl's journey to womanhood beautifully with the use of rain and
flowers. I loved the illustrations and imagery used throughout the book.This book is the first in a
trilogy with others entitled, The Color of Water and The Color of Heaven. I just ordered them and
I can't wait to read them! I highly recommend reading this trilogy.”

Lady Sada, “Beautiful artwork and plot. This is has beautiful artwork and the plot line is really a
pleasure to read. It is about a single mother and her daughter. Once you read it, you'll find you
have to get the other books of this series "The Color of Water" and "The Color of Heaven." Each
book is about the relationship of the mother and daughter as see grows up. I found myself really
loving it and recommending to a number of people”

E. Backus, “Love!. What a good read! So good that I've been loaning this book out to other
people who are interested in this story.  I also bought another one as a gift for someone!”

Holly, “Great condition!. I purchased the whole trilogy of these books, they came in great
condition and i can't wait to read them, i would recommend this to people who have the other
books or are just interested in Historical Slice-of-life stories.”

Buzz Dixon, “Four Stars. Concluding volume in the trilogy.”

Thurgood, “Four Stars. Completed in one sitting.”

Mahdi Akira, “Four Stars. It was alright.”

I. Schmidt, “Eine Geschichte vom Erwachsenwerden. "The Color of Earth" beschreibt in
wunderschönen Bildern (und in englisch) das Wachsen eines koreanischen Mädchens in einer
Welt vor unserer Zeit. Die Außenwelt wird nur angedeutet und die Geschichte handelt
hauptsächlich von Ehwa und ihrer Mutter sowie den diversen Liebesobjekten. Und immer wieder
steht eine Blume für eine gewisse Entwicklungsstufe. Die Geschichte ist sehr schön zu lesen.
Ich bin so richtig darin versunken.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 33 people have provided feedback.
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